Job vacancy
Coach Women’s Artistic Gymnastics

Who are we:
Gymnastiekfederatie Vlaanderen - GymFed (Flemish Gymnastics Federation) is part of the Koninklijke Belgische
Turnbond (Royal Belgian Gymnastics Federation). The Flemish Gymnastics Federation has 124.000 members in 320
clubs. Almost 45 employees are responsible for the promotion and further expansion of gymnastics in Flanders, the
services for the clubs, the development of recreational as well as competition gymnastics and the accompaniment of
our gymnasts in Topsport structure.
Our mission: “Gymnastiekfederatie Vlaanderen is the inspiring link within the wide range of gymnastics. It advises
and supports its clubs in such a way that recreational gymnasts as well as competition gymnasts and top athletes are
fully able to practice and experience their sport in the most qualitative way.”
Top-level competitive sport is an essential component of its activities, with high international ambitions. One of the
pillars of our top sport policy is Women’s Artistic Gymnastics, WAG.
‘GymnastiekFederatie Vlaanderen’ wants to engage an International Coach Women’s Artistic Gymnastics.
The main objective of the federation is a team selection for the Olympic Games, as well as one or more all-round
finals and one or more apparatus finals.
Job description:
 A coach in the Topsportcentre in Ghent. This means that you are responsible for the planning, training
sessions, training camps, coaching on competition and evaluation of the athletes you’re working with.
 You will work in a team off coaches, so good cooperation and flexibility are very important.
Profile:
 The technical qualifications and knowledge of international norms in order to achieve the intended results.
A good knowledge off coaching beam gymnastic and dance elements is an advantage.
 The pedagogic and didactic approach in accordance to the social environment of ‘young’ athletes.
 The ability to cooperate with the coaches and the interdisciplinary team (medical and paramedical staff) in
the center.
 The ability to communicate with all parties in a transparent manner.
Gymfed expects a positive, ethical and loyal attitude of its entire staff. The Coach and the gymnasts are the key
ambassadors of our organization and gymnastics in general.
We offer:
 A challenging, full-time job in an ambitious and enthusiastic working environment.
 A salary and legal benefits in accordance with the profile.
 The cooperation can start in August 2018.
How to apply:
Send you application and CV not later than August 16th , 2018 to:
Gymnastiekfederatie Vlaanderen vzw
F.a.o. Valerie Van Cauwenberghe, Sports Director Gymnastics High Level,(valerievancauwenberghe@gymfed.be)
Zuiderlaan 13
9000 Gent
Belgium

